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Executive Summary:
In September of 2010 Dr. William F. Lynch, Dean of Goodwin College, hired Digital Creation to assist
their Research and Demonstration (RAD Lab) team in developing a new web site. The object was to
create a community web portal for Distance Learning professionals, which would provide access the
best published work in their field without having to sift through the entire World Wide Web. The title of
the site was to be RAPID Review, an acronym for Research, Assessment, and Practice in DistanceLearning; the primary categories of the archive. The goals for this project were to address two specific
challenges: 1) The need for structure, by providing reliable access, properly organized and vetted, to the
best resources within the stated categories; and 2) The need for faculty support, by offering
infrastructure for peer networks.
In the process of developing the initial archive for the first goal, between October 2010 and February
2011, over two hundred articles, lectures, plans, white papers, and blogs, were reviewed. These
resources spanned a period from 1995 to 2010, on the subject of online distance and blended education.
Of those, 154 made it into the final pool to be submitted to our editorial board for final review. The
following five topics emerged most frequently in the literature:
1. There is a need for more structure and access to Online Education technology and materials. As
exemplified by Paolucci and Gambescia’s 2007 review of 239 (1) University online programs in
which they concluded online programs were developing through trial and error rather than a
long-term plan. This approach would seem logical in the infancy of an untested system, but after
twenty years of Internet usage we should have enough data to review successes and failures and
develop strategies from these lessons.
2. Support, for faculty and students, is essential to success in this environment that often lacks
personal interaction. A concept exemplified in the ahec.org poll of faculty in Figure 1 where the
top three ingredients for success, after faculty buy in, all surround the theme of support structure.
In Rolf K. Baltzersen’s 2010 article, he discusses how universities may approach solutions to this
challenge. One example being the use of wiki’s for classwork, an environment that allows for
asynchronous work, yet still requires a collaborative, social effort.
“The awareness of the presence of "the others" outside a course seems to be experienced as motivating in a positive
way by most students. …an important feature with the wiki is its ability to connect people... Today the physical
limitations of the classroom have disappeared with the Internet... Students have to reflect upon questions such as:
Who are the people communicating and collaborating with me on the Internet? How should I react to changes that
others have done to my text?”(2)

Figure 1, a-hec.org, 2005
Faculty and staff desire for growth in support
mechanisms.

3. The future is mobile technology and
open source materials. As demonstrated
in Figure 2 from the Pew Research
Center, device usage is trending more
towards mobile, multi-purpose devices
with each generation.
4. There is a need for more research in the
field, specifically in theory. In 2010
Randall Davies, et al. released a review
of over 300 research articles related to
distance education published between
1998 and 2007. Their results
demonstrated a significant lack of work
being done in the area of distance
learning theory. (3) New theories are
necessary to long term planning and
growth for any field of endeavor,
especially one having such a short
history to draw upon.

Figure 2, pewinternet.org, 2011

5. In the digital age, Instructional Design must be its own
department as the complexities and time constraints become
too great to simply be added to the workload of a professor. As
we see in this quote from Sonya Dunkin, et all’s, 2010 article
on strategic planning, and this study in Figure 3, from
ahec.org, there are suitable, tested outlines to build upon.
“A staff of CCS instructional developers works with faculty/instructors to
develop online and hybrid courses.... Development of online courses is a
collaborative effort between the content expert (instructor/faculty member)
and the instructional developer. Based on course objectives, the
instructional developer will offer recommendations for instructional
activities that incorporate active learning techniques and opportunities for
student interaction using appropriate technologies to meet instructional
goals.” (4)

Figure 3, a-hec.org, 2005, percentage
of online programs using X.

To address these challenges and topics, The RAPID Review development team created a subject
specific, social bookmarking site, with social media tools, to which we have added a variation on peer
review that allows the professional community to discuss and critique each other’s work within the
asynchronous environment. This solution provides an opportunity to respond to the needs of the
education community while simultaneously aiding institutions in advancing their brand.

Challenge 1: Needle in a Needle Stack
The great boon of the Internet is also its great bane; access to all of the information anyone wants to
publish. If one performs a Google search for "pedagogy" and "distance education", it will return over 3
million results. How is the user to know the article needed is not a thousand deep? And, having found
an article of interest, how to know the source is a legitimate one? As personal web design tools improve,
Joe's economics blog does not necessarily look all that different from Dr. Joe's online version of the
paper that earned him a Nobel Prize. Adding keywords, researching your sources, etc., are obvious
responses to this problem. However, in this case, the point of understanding how to do proper research is
secondary to the issue of providers offering a practical, efficient system to the user. The Dewey
Decimal System (5), for all its faults, dramatically improved the accessibility of libraries for the user, and
the librarian remained available to provide support. If the Internet is going to fulfill the vision of
democratized information for provider and user, analogous provisions must be offered.
There are a number of options being discussed in the literature. Chief among them are Ontology
(subject) based and Semantic (terminology) based web development. Ontological systems more closely
resemble the traditional library, in that it cross-references data by subject. For example, a search for
“Newtonian” will bring up material tangentially related to physics, but not fig cookies, due to the history
of searches and responses for this subject by users. The Semantic web, which many believe will be the
format for Web 3.0, draws upon the choices of the general population and incorporates that into the
metadata (information about the data) by applying a numerical code to each term. Therefore a search
engine would compare users’ citations, re-postings, keywords, etc., and calculate both the parts and the
whole, to create numerical identifiers. These identifiers will affect search results by filtering for
numerical commonality instead of language and spelling dependent, alphabetical similarities or popular
usage. Therefore, the semantic formula would find far more in common between gravity research papers
and Isaac Newton than it would see in a blog by Joe Newton about fruit, due to their metadata coding.
Ontology-based information seeking is a promising approach to enhance the existing search practice... This
involves users’ interaction with concepts and relations embodied …in a dialogue that can be interpreted as a query
or used to suggest paths leading to casual encounters. Finding a common ontology for the entire Web is next to
impossible, but if we focus on a particular domain, we can specify concepts and relations that provide ground for
knowledge sharing. (6)
The most important aspect of the Semantic Web is that it allows the information about the information to become
as distributed as the information itself. This is possible because, on the Semantic Web, every piece of information
has a unique identity, and therefore a machine can decide whether or not we are talking about the same thing—even
though the machine will never understand what we are talking about. Hence, …it is not a ‘meaningful Web’ (for
machines) but rather, an identity-resolvable web. (7)

These concepts offer significant progress in aiding the user in completing an efficient search. However,
they are not panaceas. These approaches will continue to create a popularity-based bias, and still rely
upon the provider’s use of coding and keywords. Nor can these systems vet the quality of the materials
for the user.
In the end, the service provided by education institutions remains an invaluable one that the internet
has produced no substitute for; access to experts and resources that have been pre-vetted for quality, are
monitored for integrity, and accompanied by a support network.

Challenge 2: Alone in a Crowd
An unintended consequence of the digital age has been decentralized communities of practice, or
unbundling of faculty roles (division of labor by type among multiple staff/faculty). Evolving over time,
as administrators have endorsed an increase in adjunct faculty hiring and online course programs, in
order to reduce costs. “Schuster and Finkestein (2006) indicate that information technology may be a contributing factor
to the unbundling of the faculty role as higher education institutions are pressured to increase the speed at which they deliver
content to keep up with student demand.” (8) Nor is it surprising that enrollment (demand) increases in online

programs (Figure 4) has significantly outpaced traditional program growth considering the cost
differential in these economic times. The result is that we now have significant percentages of
university faculty and students who are not part of the traditional campus community yet are still in need
of that support network.
These “Decentralized Communities
of Practice” provide a sketch of the
future of distance learning. Yet, we
are seeing increasing demands for
support from faculty across the board.
Faculties are simultaneously
complaining about becoming 24 hour
professors, having their instructional
design duties expanded without
commiserate pay, and a lack of
structure to the online environments.
Lastly, the Online Commission notes the
central importance of addressing faculty
concerns about incentives and support... These
issues are raised directly by the nearly 11,000
faculty respondents participating in the Faculty
Survey. Analysis of the Survey data reveals
several key findings, including these: Faculty
are generally dissatisfied with the level of
support they receive in developing and teaching
online courses and programs... Roughly 64
percent of faculty surveyed believe that online
learning takes more effort to teach: and.. Almost
85 percent believe it takes more effort to
develop online courses. (9)

Figure 4, SloanConsortium.org, 2009

The answer that has developed
organically among online students to the
need for support is one’s own peers via
Figure 5, SloanConsortium.org, 2009
social media. A method that one would
expect to naturally fit into the faculty environment, as there is already an embedded peer culture. By
utilizing the tools of social media, peer groups can form asynchronous support networks regardless of
individual location. Yet, we continue to see resistance to these trends more from faculty than any other
education demographic. As shown in Figure 5, faculty acceptance of the legitimacy of online programs
has never risen above 33%, and has actually seen some descent in 2009. Whether this is generational,

professional culture, or due to some other phenomenon deserves a study of its own. Whatever the cause
may be, overcoming this cynicism and embracing the opportunities for online peer communities is
essential for the future success of decentralized online communities.
Social networking software (SNS) allows for public or private connections with anyone who has
access, for free. In open, public environments, such as Facebook, this can lead to occasionally
unwelcome connections with people who have nothing to say, or are only interested in self-promotion.
A pessimist could see this as a failure of an attempt to democratize communications, resulting in chaos,
isolation, and/or amateurism. More optimistic observers recognize it as a new opportunity for the
services universities have always provided. By utilizing the university brand in combination with their
online libraries, publishing, classes, and portals like RAPID, universities can expand their traditional
role of providing an elite forum for intellectuals. For the online faculty member, this translates into the
type of peer support and research material availability to which an on-campus faculty member has
always had access.
The Distance Learning Portal (DLP), in addition to providing reliable information about distance
learning, provides a focused set of social media tools to its members. These tools allow for the sharing
of articles, and communication between members who choose to reach out. Even the forum, the most
open tool offered, is not viewable by non-members. These limits are designed to support the goal of
creating a ‘digital faculty lounge’, not a public stage, thereby preventing the noise traditionally
associated with social media.

Solution: Distance Learning Portals (DLP)
Webster’s dictionary describes a web-based portal as, “A site serving as a guide or point of entry to the World
Wide Web and usually including a search engine or a collection of links to other sites arranged especially by topic,” a broad
but accurate description. The community aspect of it being a variation on the theme that allows users to
participate in content selection and in peer discussions. Perhaps a more accurate description of RAPID’s
utilization would be; a niche site that allows professional peers access to an archive of vetted research
materials and limited social media.
The essential product of an SBS is a variation on peer review wherein members submit website links
and review the submissions of others. “Social bookmarking is the practice of saving bookmarks to a public Web site
and “tagging” them with keywords... To create a collection of social bookmarks, you register with a social bookmarking site,
which lets you store bookmarks, add tags of your choice, and designate individual bookmarks as public or private... Visitors
to social bookmarking sites can search for resources by keyword, person, or popularity and see the public bookmarks, tags,
and classification schemes that registered users have created and saved.” (10) Although in most of these sites the

review consists of only an up or down vote, a crude popularity contest. The DLP adjusts this concept by
adding a content manager who submits relevant content, reviews all member submissions prior to
publishing, and encourages written member reviews of one or more articles per submission. The final
layer of review is the responsibility of an editorial/advisory board that designates the elite work within
the archive and removes that which they consider unworthy of the community. Thus improving data
retrieval for the user while contributing to the university brand as a purveyor of expert research.
Using php-based software to implement social bookmarking, rss feeds, and forums, we provided the
basis for an archive and social site combination. The social bookmarking aspect allows us to create a list
of links to available materials without having to host the original document. The user now has access to
free, quality work being done in their field, all at a single site. If users choose to utilize the social media
contained within the site, they can offer reviews of the material, or connect with their peers from around
the world, whether it be for collaboration or support or simple conversation.

Benefits:
Benefit 1: Organized, Vetted Data.
Prior to release, the myriad resources available on the World Wide Web were culled in order to stock
the site with a base archive containing the best information available within the field. Once released, this
process will continue and our member community will also submit published articles. Submissions are
vetted by the content manager to prevent spam and self-promotion. The articles are then subject to two
categories of review. First is the community review; this allows members to vote articles up or down,
and provide a written critique. The second level is the editorial board; they will review all articles on the
site, remove those that are not worthy, and then select their recommendations for “editors choice”.
For the user, member or otherwise, this means that instead of entering keywords into a search engine
and then having to determine which of the millions of responses are appropriate, they can now come
directly to the RAPID Review and find what they need categorized, reviewed, and pre-vetted for quality.
Benefit 2: Knowledge as Commodity
As it is reputation for quality that determines the value of the education commodity, and online
learning programs are growing by leaps and bounds, developing a university’s reputation within online
learning is a logical market decision. The web portal provides just such an opportunity. By creating a
focal point where people know reliable information can be found, and attaching the university name to
that concept, a symbiotic fostering of reputation is established. In the mind of the user, the value of both
is improved by their connection to the other’s dedication to quality education. The institution is able to
grow its reputation as a provider of data that has undergone proper academic rigor, and a DLP such as
RAPID is recognized as being backed by the resources and reputation of an accredited university.

Benefit 3: Peer Community
This concept of decentralized communities
creates an environment in which teachers,
administrators, and students, from around the
globe, can participate in synchronous or
asynchronous programs. However, it also means
they cannot lean over and whisper in their
neighbor’s ear, or go out for coffee afterwards, or
otherwise grow as a community.
Repeatedly, in the literature, we see
recommendations for developing communities of
support as essential to the future of online distance
learning. Figure 6, while being a poll of students
not faculty, shows us the relative effectiveness of
Figure 6, 2009 OJDLA
http://www.westga.edu/~distance/ojdla/summer122/betts122.html

social tools to create online community connections. We can see a clear bias among the users for
asynchronous conversations over lecture style presentations. Thus demonstrating a preference for
interactivity without real time pressure.
Many authors have suggested that effective collaboration and knowledge-sharing skills are crucial for successful
employment in the modern economy. As Johnson and Johnson wrote:
“We live in an historical period in which knowledge is the most critical resource for social and economic
development, and people need to be able to participate in a networked, information-based society. Whereas
previously people engaged in manufacturing-based work where they generally competed with or worked
independently of each other, now people engage in information- and technological-rich work where they work in
teams.” (11)

Discussion:
Education institutions are in the business of knowledge as commodity. They succeed at this by creating
a brand that is recognized for gathering experts and properly vetted information, behaving ethically, and
providing support. Universities also offer the highly valued resource of peer communities, to both
students and faculty. It is not coincidental that the dramatic growth in online enrollment coincides with
the advent of web 2.0 and social media around 2003-2004. This ability to participate in individual and
group discussions in multimedia environments has dramatically enhanced distance learning. As often as
the web is criticized for creating an environment of isolation, the trend online, whether discussing
corporate, education, or entertainment applications, is to create communities.
In the early days of online distance learning (1991-2003), there were many studies demonstrating that
these new tools provided no significant difference in results. After Web 2.0, and the addition of
multimedia and social media to the toolkit, online education began to show statistical improvement over
traditional face to face. (Fig. 7) It is ironic that the one part of the classroom that took the longest to
transfer to the online environment, the social aspect, was the most effective at increasing participation
and improving scores.
Whatever the future of online learning evolves into, the role of the university as a source for quality
data and academic communities will remain their strongest selling points. The virtual world may be
changing the practices of the real world, but humans still desire the same end results of reliability,
quality, easy access, and a friendly group.

Figure 7, Merlot.org 2010

The proportion of studies with positive effect sizes to the total number of
studies per period, demonstrated a continuous growth from 63% in period I
to 84% in period IV.

Summary:
Created in response to an expressed need within the community of Distance Learning professionals for
more structure and support, the RAPID Review is designed to be a Distance Learning Portal (DLP); a
niche site that allows professional peers access to an archive of vetted research materials and limited
social media. When developing such a portal, the temptation to do too much, and thereby defeat the
purpose of narrowing the field, must be resisted. Focusing on specific data sets and utilizing a few social
features, as opposed to finding every single new tool and tangentially related subject available, allowed
us to craft the RAPID Review for our audience.
In a virtual world where everything is available, the service that users need is someone to narrow the
data set for them. In a world where everyone can access most anything from the privacy of their home,
the service needed is community connections. Education communities may become decentralized, but
they remain communities. Niche portals such as RAPID can provide these communities with the
resources and support they require.
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